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MotoGP: Marc Marquez is the undisputed king of Sachsenring.
Marquez wins the GP of Germany

Bologna Italy, 03.07.2017, 18:31 Uhr

GDN - The Sachsenring racing circuit is located in Hohenstein-Ernstthal near Chemnitz in Saxony, Germany. Among other events, it
features the annual German motorcycle Grand Prix of the FIM Grand Prix motorcycle racing World Championship.

The first race was held on 26 May 1927 on an 8.7 km layout on public roads, running also through the village of Hohenstein-Ernstthal
itself. It was dubbed "Sachsenring" in 1937.
The East German motorcycle Grand Prix was held there from 1962 to 1971. The local two stroke MZ bikes of Zschopau were
competitive during this time. The quickest lap was achieved by 15 time World Champion Giacomo Agostini on a MV Agusta with a 180
km/h average. After West German Dieter Braun won in 1971 and the East German fans sang the West German National Anthem in
celebration (as is the case in sport, the winner's National Anthem is played after the event), the event was limited to East European
entrants for political reasons.

In 1990, with faster Western machinery now available, racing through the village became too dangerous with some fatalities (this can
be compared with the Isle of Man TT).
To accelerate redevelopment of eastern Germany in the new unified Germany, a 2.9 km (1.8 mi) short track berg corner was built in
the 1990s to bring international motorsport to the newly freed eastern part of Germany. In 1996, IDM motorcycle racing and the ADAC
Super Tourenwagen Cup resumed racing here. The DTM raced here in 2000, with Klaus Ludwig winning at age 51, but the DTM did
not return after 2002, preferring international venues.

Since 1998, the German motorcycle Grand Prix moved to the Sachsenring from Nürburgring. In recent years, the track has been made
faster and longer again, with the length now being 3670m. Since 2007, the Sachsenring is part of the regular schedule of ADAC GT
Masters. In 2011 the FIA GT1 World Championship held one of its race weekends at the Sachsenring

MotoGP: Marc Marquez is the undisputed king of Sachsenring.
Marquez wins eight in a row as Folger takes home podium

Marc Marquez has put his 2017 MotoGP title defence back onto track after a stunning victory at the Sachsenring for the eighth year in
a row - but almost had his limelight stolen by a stunning second place from Monster Yamaha rookie Jonas Folger.
Marquez and Folger were the early breakaway along with the second Repsol Honda bike of Dani Pedrosa - but the hard charging pair
soon ditched the Spaniard as they fought for the lead, with only a series of small mistakes denying Folger the chance to fight for the
win in the final laps.
Pedrosa finished a lonely third ahead of a cracking battle for fourth shared between Valentino Rossi, Maverick Viñales, Andrea
Dovizioso, Danilo Petrucci, Alvaro Bautista and Aleix Espargaró, with Viñales eventually taking fourth from Rossi and Bautista.

Bericht online:
https://www.germandailynews.com/bericht-91542/motogp-marc-marquez-is-the-undisputed-king-of-sachsenring.html
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